
Kent Premier 
show the old 
Spirit in Essex  

Final Score: Essex 22 points Kent 18 points.
Played in the Deanes, Benfleet  - 

This was the Premier side’s first away game of the season and Kent started the match in great 
spirit and on the back of a tremendous 33 points to 7 points victory at home to Surrey.

Session 1

As expected with all the four games being played with neither side giving any quarter; the Kent 
singles took an early lead notching up two significant wins with Michael Doorey beating Matt 
Dillon by 22 - 9 and Tim Rycraft taking a credible 16 - 10 win over Barry Hedges. The Kent pairs 
fought hard, with both pairs being on the back-foot they made the Essex pairs into the last end; 
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unfortunately Essex held both pairs beating Rob Berry and Nicky Bartlett by 16 to 14 and with 
Linda Wynn and Richard Southby losing 13 - 12.  

Session 1 finished Essex 4 points 48 shots Kent 4 points 64 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +19 shots

Pairs -3 shots

Session 2 

This session started with both sides looking for a decisive series of wins; the Essex triples looked 
to be split equally with a win a piece, however after a tactical switch by Essex Michelle Fitzgerald, 
Tim Harwood and Gary Allard seemed to lose their way and despite a good lead were unsettled 
and surprisingly lost 16-14 in a very exciting but disappointing finish. The second Kent triple of 
Danny Hogben, Cliff Henry and Jeff Vanns never quite got out of the starting blocks and fell short 
losing 15 - 10. The Kent fours were excitedly seeking big shots during their matches and paid the 
price of not building the heads slowly enough and both fell foul to a difficult floor and a much 
calmer Essex opposition. In the end Andrew Player, Rob Fergsuon, Jason Smith and Thomas Coles 
lost 12 - 5 whilst Joshua Austin, Bob Deane, Derek Ford and Chris Bull ran the result closer but lost 
8 - 5.

Session 2 finished Essex 12 points 99 shots Kent 4 points 98 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples - 7 shots and 

Fours -10 shots

Session 3

Kent were now very aware that the day had the potential to run away from them and character 
and spirit was required to turn this around; the noise increased, the passion by the Kent players 
was tangible and the shots were rolling in. The Kent singles continued their dominance taking 
another two wins and all 10 points on the day, Michael Doorey beat Barry Hedges 14 - 11 and Tim 
Rycraft beat Matt Dillon 17 - 15. The pairs were determined to turn around their morning defeats 
although the honours fell to Essex in the end with Rob Berry and Nicky scoring a very important 
15 - 7 win whilst Linda Wynn and Richard Southby found the going too tough losing 20 - 10.  

Session 3 finished Essex 16 points 152 shots 
Kent 12 points 154 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +24 shots 
Pairs -5 shots

Session 4

Now the heat rose as Kent closed the gap, the match score stood at 16 to 12 with 12 points to play 
for, eagerly the Kent teams started their battles….again the Kent triples struggled to build any 
momentum with Jeff Vanns’s triple keeping it close but never getting front finally losing 15 - 13, 
however, Gary Allard’s triple were determined to take the fight to Essex and were digging deep…
after a proper battle the match rested on the last end and finally on the last two bowls….the jack 
lay on the edge of the carpet, Gary Allard bowled slightly heavy landing behind the jack by 
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around 20 inches and on the edge of the carpet..Essex had to draw nearer to win the game, the 
Essex bowl was weaker in pace but it kept rolling finally landing in front of the jack and on the 
edge of the carpet. The Kent triple demanded 30 seconds to see if the bowl fell….after 10 seconds 
or so the Essex bowl fell off the carpet and a vital win went Kent’s way; this meant that Essex took 
8 points on the day but Kent took another vital 2 points. Meanwhile the Fours were battling on, 
the Kent teams learning their morning lessons, taking their time, making every bowl count and 
nibbling at each end. Despite being 10 shots behind the two Kent Fours were determined to fight 
for their respective wins and also the bonus points. Thomas Cole’s four finished with an excellent 
10 - 8 victory. This meant that the other Kent four had a chance to go for the bonus points as they 
were leading Essex by +5 shots. This meant that Kent needed 3 shots on the last end; to their credit 
the Essex quartet covered all the angles and made it almost impossible for Kent to gain the shots 
required. In the end the final end was drawn and Kent took another valuable 4 points.

Session 4 finished Essex 22 points 191 shots 
Kent 18 points 199 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples -8 shots 
Fours -3 shots

Final Score:  Essex 22 and Kent 18 Points

Conclusion

In the end Kent were satisfied with the day, at lunch time Kent were in a position that even at this 
early stage could have seriously dented their chance of qualification into the knock out stages, this 
result keeps Kent close to the 2016/17 ICC Champions and keeps Essex at an arms length. With 
two games played the table stands as follows:

1 Norfolk 56 points
2 Kent 51 points
3 Essex 35 points
4 Surrey 18 points

Kent host Essex on the 7th October in their New Line Learning venue in Boughton Monchelsea 
(Nr Maidstone), anyone wishing to come along and see what a county game is all about are very 
welcome; battle commences from 10am.

The A  and B side also play with both taking on East Sussex.
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